Product listings are continued on back. Contact us for a complete inventory of items specific to your needs.
INSTRUMENTS & AVIONICS - continued

INDICATOR DME: 066-1069-00
ADF RECEIVER: 066-1072-04 ALT: KR-87
FLIGHT DIRECTOR: 066-3020-11 ALT: KCI-310
INDICATOR - RADAR ALTIMETER: 066-3031-01
ALT: KNI-0415
NAV INDICATOR: 066-3034-04
RADAR TRANSCEIVER: 071-01519-01 ALT: ART-2000
R/T WEATHER RADAR: 071-1378-00 ALT: RS-811A
ATTITUDE GYRO: 1U149-015-15 ALT: S3326-2
DIRECTIONAL GYRO: 1U202-001-7 ALT: C661053-0101
TORQUE INDICATOR: 10263N01W00
ATTITUDE GYRO BACK-UP: 23-501-031-1 ALT: 5000B-38
GYRO DIRECTIONAL: C661053-0103

ADS-B COMPLIANCE

TRANSPONDER: KT-0074 A
TRANSPONDER: MST-70B
TRANSPONDER: RCZ-833X
RADIO MANAGEMENT UNIT: RMU-855
STRAPPING KIT: IK-83X
WAAS/SBAS RECEIVER: KGS-200
WAAS/SBAS RECEIVER-FREE FLIGHT: FF1203C
WAAS/SBAS RECEIVER-L3/ACSS: NXG-900
TRANSPONDER: GTX-3300-ES
TRANSPONDER: GTX-335
TRANSPONDER WITH ADS-B IN/OUT: GTX-345
COMPLIANT REMOTE MOUNT MODE S TRANSPONDER: GTX-33D
NON-DIVERSITY TRANSPONDER: TDR-94
DIVERSITY/EHS/ELS/FLT-ID TRANSPONDER: TDR-94D

Contact us for a complete inventory of items specific to your needs.

PAG Provides ADS-B Installation Support and Certifications for Various Fixed-Wing & Rotary-Wing Platforms.

Call us today @ 404.767.5800

Others sell parts, WE SELL SUPPORT®
PAG companies are full-service MRO and Component Support Specialists ready to serve you. In AOG situations we can immediately dispatch an overhauled or new component from our inventory of over 100,000 line items 24/7/365.